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“EXERCISE DOESN’T 
HAVE TO BE HARD, 
FAST OR POUNDING TO 
REAP REWARDS” Susan 
Ingraham 
I read Thea Kapwald’s recent 
LA Times piece, Workouts 
Without Pain: Three Trainers 
Who Hold Back The Hurt with 
great pleasure. Finally, 
members of my industry are 
addressing the needs of a vast, 
aging population with specific 
yet safe exercise modalities 
like yoga, NIA, and kinesis 
wall training.   
 
What’s missing from this mix 
is progressive isometric 
resistance OsteoBall® 
training. 

 
 
I’ve been holding back the 
hurt in my classes and for 
myself for nearly a decade. 
OsteoBall® training protects 
joints while building muscle 
and maintaining bone density. 
 
Isometric training, thought to 
be the oldest, purest form of 
exercise, can be traced to 
Ancient Greece, India and the 
Orient. Bruce Tackett’s “A 
History of Self-Resistive 
Exercise” is a fascinating 
evolutionary backstory worth 
a read.   
 

MENTAL GYM BAG 
MOVE OF THE MONTH:  
ELBOW OFFICE PLANK 
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OK, my turn to “steal” from 
the Harvard Health Letter. 
Elbow Office Plank is a great 
modification for work or if 
your shoulders or knees talk 
back when you do this move 
from the floor. Also works 
well from a sofa or bed.   
READY: Place forearms on 
the surface of choice and line 
up elbows with shoulders, 
walk legs away from surface 
until your body forms a 
straight diagonal line from 
earlobes to ankles. Keep feet 
close together or move them 
apart until your legs form the 
capital letter “A”. That’s my 
preference for more of a deep 
abdominal challenge.  
SET: Double check to be 
sure earlobes are in 
alignment with collarbones, 
shoulder blades are aimed 
down, and low back isn’t 
swayed (gently pull navel to 
spine). 
GO: Remain in Elbow Office 
Plank for three to five 
comfortable breaths. Hold on 
to surface, walk feet forward, 
fold forward from hips until 
trunk is parallel to floor to 
stretch low back. Roll up 
slow and get back to work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 

 

Defined by WordNet 
isometrics mean “a muscular 
contraction against resistance 
without movement (the 
muscles contract but the 
length of the muscle does not 
change)” and is held for a 
short period of time, 5-
seconds.  
Pretty easy, right? Yes and 
no. Just as in pumping iron, 
you get out of it what you put 
into it.  Five pound 
dumbbells might make you 
stronger at the onset of your 
program but if you don’t 
increase the increment of 
weight over time, you won’t 
experience the muscle mass 
intended.  Likewise, you 
must also employ progression  
- pull or push harder – when 
using the OsteoBall®.   
What is easy, and couldn’t 
we all do with a bit more 
easy in our lives, is the 
efficiency of both the 
exercises and the time spent 
doing them.  
 
HEALTH.COM’S FACTIODS 
“Adding 2,000 steps per day, 
the equivalent of a 20-minute 
walk, can lower your risk of 
heart disease by about 10% 
regardless of your weight.” 
Source: The Lancet 
 
“In a new study, obese 
people ate 85 calories per 
minute while normal-weight 
folks ate 50. Faster eaters 
ended up consuming 140 
calories more per meal.” 
Source: Physiology & Behavior 
 
“Diners saved 400 calories 
when they used nutrition info 
on menus to decide what to 
order. If not listed, most 
chains put the info online.” 
Source: American Journal of 
Preventative Medicine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


